Abstract

In the commercial software industry, a new development paradigm has profoundly changed the process by which many software applications are produced. Test driven development (TDD) reverses the traditional role of testing in that developers first write test procedures and only then implement production code that passes those tests. Although somewhat counter-intuitive, this approach has been shown to improve developer productivity and to produce higher-quality interfaces and design.

While TDD is gaining wide acceptance in many professional software communities, numerical algorithms present a number of unique challenges that have cast some doubt on the relevance of the methodology to the development of scientific software. Such concerns range from the need for reliable error estimates for roundoff and truncation errors to the general lack of known analytic solutions for codes designed for fundamental research. Despite these challenges, TDD may be an important element of an overall strategy to improve the reliability and public trust in scientific applications such as climate models that have growing socioeconomic importance.

After a brief introduction to TDD, I will discuss some of the issues encountered in scientific software and argue that many challenges can be resolved by decomposing implementations into small routines while others represent confusion between the role of software testing and scientific validation. I will conclude with a quick discussion of my experience with using TDD with several scientific models.
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